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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
GIX has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We hope
that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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apachurrar
In Colombia: It would be taken as a synonym of crush. you say of action physics in which an object or person of greater
weight and size passes over another object or person aplastandolo and leaving it useless. Example: "Be more careful
next time, look like you stepped on the tomato and whole apachurrado 34 have left it;.

avocar
In legal language: used by judges and magistrates means the positive decision fully resolve a matter which has come to
their knowledge.Example.   " once known demand, the firm view that it complies with all the formal requirements, and by
reason of competition it is subject, therefore it notified its "

bobo
In Colombia: Used as an epithet for a person who commits or says stupid things, also for who does not have the mental
agility enough to see and seize the opportunities.Example: "I was only with Juliana all night at my house and I was so
stupid to not take to tell you what I like "

envolate
In Colombia: Misplace or lose something. examples: " " 34 keys envolataron me; I went to pay and envolate money ".It
also means losing the way or present an inconvenience. Example: " on his way to the House and I had an envolate and
almost no llego "

madrear
In Colombia: Hit the entire series of offensive insults to someone who has offended us in any way. Example: "Such has
not paid me what I owe, because you will see that the next time that you see it I will madrear ".

rasquinball
In Colombia: Word composed of "SCRATCH " that means friction with nails to soothe the itching in the skin and the
Americas "34 BALL; that it translates to ball.RASQUINBALL pronunciation: ( raskinbol ) refers only to the usual male
soothe itching in its part intimate, while it is already in a State of relaxation is on your bed or watching TV, or on
occasions publicly when the itch is unbearable.Example: " and that these dedicated today Sunday?, - I here relaxed
watching a film and practicing rasquinball ".


